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Company
indebted to
happy staff
A debt recovery company that
believes compassion and empathy
are cornerstones of their work.
Alan Cooper chats to Saskia Hill,
chief executive of MCS Debt
Recovery
HEN you hear the
words “debt
collection,” empathy
and compassion
aren’t the first associations that
spring to mind. But for Saskia
Hill, chief executive of MCS Debt
Recovery, they’re absolutely
integral to her company’s success.
“I tell my staff to remember
that one kind word can change
someone’s entire day. Everyone
you talk to is fighting a battle you
know nothing about. Be kind.
Always,” says Hill.
It’s an approach that obviously
works because, combined with a
nurturing workplace and an
uncompromising commitment to
customer service, it’s propelled
MCS Debt Recovery from a startup with three staff members,
including the founder, to one of
KZN’s premier collection
companies.
“At MCS Debt Recovery we pride
ourselves on our service to our
clients,” says Hill. And it’s clear she
isn’t merely paying lip service to
the concept. The company has a
rule that management are required
to answer e-mails and return calls
to clients and debtors within 24
hours.
The company, located in
modern offices in the heart of
KZN’s call centre hub Mt
Edgecombe, celebrates its 20th
anniversary next year. The slick
14-hour operation you’ll find if
you visit today is a far cry from its
humble beginnings.
MCS Debt Recovery started life
in 1995 as Associated Credit
Specialists and was run from
founder Jo Tets’s home with two
employees, Tets’s wife Joan and
Connie Govindsamy. The business
relocated to offices in Pinetown as
it grew.
Hill, the company’s accountant,
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bought it from Tets in 2008 when
he emigrated. “I sold my
accounting practice and headed
into the big unknown world of a
debt collecting call centre,” she
recalls.
A qualified CA with experience
at major banks and multinational
companies in South Africa,
London and New York, Hill is an
entrepreneur at heart.
She acknowledges that the
pivot from running an accounting
practice to debt collecting and call
centres was a big step out of her
comfort zone. “But to be
successful you need to be
prepared to take chances. It
doesn’t come easy for me, being a
conservative accountant. But I
have learnt over the years that if
you don’t take chances, you will
never learn.”
With colleague Mike Roy, Hill
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has grown the business, attracting
a mix of new clients into their
stable. MCS Debt Recovery collect
in both the retail and unsecured
lending space. They find this to be
a good synergy. Clients include Mr
Price Group, Old Mutual, Tracker
Connect, African Bank, and
Galaxy Jewellers.
In late 2010 the company sold a

portion of its operation to one of
its clients, with founding staffer
Connie Govindsamy moving over
with 50 staff and continuing to
run that operation. It was this
purchase that led to the name
change to MCS. The company
continues to work closely with the
client.
The company relocated to their

current premises in March 2011.
“We recently introduced a night
shift and this has proved to be
beneficial as the contactability
after hours has been very high,”
comments Hill.
Client retention is 100 percent,
almost unheard of for an industry
as competitive as this. Hill
attributes this to the company’s
customer service focus. “If we say
we are going to do something, we
do it. It seems some companies
promise the world, but don’t
follow through.”
She believes it’s no coincidence
that MCS Debt Recovery also
enjoys an extremely low staff
turnover. “A happy staff is a
motivated staff, which translates
into more collections and satisfied
clients. We pride ourselves on
handing out long service
certificates to our staff who have
been with us for five, 10 and 15
years. Our manageress, Preshena
Takurpersad, steers the ship and
has been with the company for 17
years.”
The five supervisors have a
combined service at the company
totalling 32 years.
All employees are assigned an
anonymous “angel” who takes
them under their wing, leaving
motivating messages or
chocolates. All managers have an
open door policy, including Hill
who sits on the call centre floor
with her staff.
The company has historically
been a women-only business. “It
has always worked well in the
collections environment as,
generally speaking, women have
slightly more empathy than men,”
says Hill. That said, the company
has been experimenting and has
employed a few men to “test the
waters”.
Along with the company’s
success has come respect from
within the industry, with Hill
recently appointed to the board of
Association of Debt Recovery
Agents (Adra).
Hill’s passion for sport led her
to meeting the love of her life,
Grant, at the airport on their way
to the Rugby World Cup in New
Zealand. They were married two
years ago and have three children:
Lara, 10, Matt, 9, and Ross who
has just turned 1. They’re
training to complete cycling races
on a tandem bicycle.

HILL’S ADVICE

The all-woman management team at MCS Debt Recovery comprises, from left, Denise Dhunraj, Preshena
Takurpersad, Beruschka Govender, Saskia Hill, Reshmee Rambaran, Candice Ince and Sholain Moodley.

HILL feels that one of the biggest
challenges of owning your own
business is to find the right balance
between work and personal life.
Her advice to budding
entrepreneurs is to dream big and
aim high.“Success takes hard work. I
really like the quote:‘The harder you
work, the luckier you get’.”
Most importantly, Hill believes an
entrepreneur should always stay
hungry.“At MCS Debt Recovery we
never rest on our laurels.We love
new challenges.We’re always looking
for new work.”

